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Abstract
We consider parametrized families of linear retarded functional differential equations
(RFDEs) projected onto ﬁnite-dimensional invariant manifolds, and address the question of
versality of the resulting parametrized family of linear ordinary differential equations. A
sufﬁcient criterion for versality is given in terms of readily computable quantities. In the case
where the unfolding is not versal, we show how to construct a perturbation of the original
linear RFDE (in terms of delay differential operators) whose ﬁnite-dimensional projection
generates a versal unfolding. We illustrate the theory with several examples, and comment on
the applicability of these results to bifurcation analyses of nonlinear RFDEs.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Differential equations are used to model a very wide variety of phenomena.
Frequently, these differential models contain several parameters which are often
varied or ‘‘tuned’’ to describe more accurately the phenomenon under study. Thus,
there is considerable interest, from both a pure and an applied point of view, to
understand how the properties of solutions of a parametrized family of differential
equations are affected by variation of the parameters. This philosophy is at the core
of bifurcation theory.
One large class of differential equations which are particularly important in
applications are retarded functional differential equations (RFDEs) [12,13], which
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includes the class of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), the class of delay
differential equations, as well as certain types of integro-differential equations,
among others. These equations are used to model various phenomena in ﬁelds
ranging from mathematical biology [3,11,15,16] to industrial processes [18], and to
atmospheric science [19]. The theory for both linear and nonlinear RFDEs is rather
well developed [12,13]. Essentially, these equations behave like abstract ODEs on an
inﬁnite-dimensional (Banach) phase space. Thus, many results which are known for
ODEs on ﬁnite-dimensional spaces have analogs in the context of RFDEs. For
example, in the neighborhood of an equilibrium point of a nonlinear RFDE, there
exists local invariant manifolds (stable, unstable and center manifolds) which are
tangent to the corresponding invariant subspaces of the linearized equations about
the equilibrium point, and on which the ﬂow near the equilibrium is either
exponentially attracting (stable manifold), exponentially repelling (unstable mani-
fold), or nonhyperbolic (center manifold). In the context of bifurcation theory, the
center manifold reduction of the ﬂow is important, since this is where bifurcations
(qualitative changes in the ﬂow) take place as parameters are varied. In applications,
there have been many studies (see for example [2]) of speciﬁc RFDEs where stability
and bifurcations of equilibria were investigated using the center manifold reduction
theory developed in [12,13]. Another example of the similarity between ODEs and
RFDEs is in [6,7], where the theory of Poincare´–Birkhoff normal forms was
extended to RFDEs.
One aspect of the bifurcation theory of RFDEs which, surprisingly, has not yet
been developed is that of extending Arnold’s theory [1] on versal unfoldings of
matrices to the case of parameter-dependent linear RFDEs. This is the purpose of
our present paper. Versal unfoldings of RFDEs for certain singularities have been
computed for particular classes of RFDEs in the study of restrictions on the possible
ﬂows on a center manifold see [4,9,17]. These unfoldings are computed using the
normal form theory of Faria and Magalha˜es [7]. However, no attempt is made to
give a systematic treatment of unfolding of linear RFDEs.
We adopt the following strategy. We begin with a linear RFDE ’xðtÞ ¼L0ðxtÞ
(where L0 is a bounded linear functional operator) whose semiﬂow restricted to a
ﬁnite-dimensional subspace is deﬁned by the matrix B: Using a versal unfolding of B;
we explicitly construct a parametrized family LðaÞ of bounded linear functional
operators whose ﬁnite-dimensional restricted semiﬂow is deﬁned by a versal
unfolding BðaÞ of the matrix B: In comparison, the realization of linear ODEs by
linear RFDEs obtained by Faria and Magalha˜es [8] provides an existence result.
Using the Hahn–Banach theorem they show the following. For any ﬁnite-
dimensional matrix B; a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for the existence of a
bounded linear operatorL0 from Cð½t; 0;RnÞ into Rn with inﬁnitesimal generator
having spectrum containing the spectrum of B is that n be larger than or equal to the
largest number of Jordan blocks associated with each eigenvalue of B: While some of
the proofs in our paper have a ﬂavor similar to the ones in [8], our results cannot be
deduced from realizability results.
Recall that for a given c  c matrix B with complex entries, a p-parameter
unfolding of B is a CN p-parameter family of matrices BðaÞ such that Bða0Þ ¼ B for
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some a0ACp: The unfolding BðaÞ is said to be a versal unfolding of B if for all q-
parameter unfoldings AðbÞ of B (with Aðb0Þ ¼ B), there exists a CN mapping
f :Cq-Cp and a CN family of invertible matrices CðbÞ satisfying
fðb0Þ ¼ a0;
Cðb0Þ ¼ I ;
AðbÞ ¼ CðbÞBðfðbÞÞðCðbÞÞ1:
Thus, a versal unfolding of B is, up to similarity transformations, a general smooth
perturbation of B: A versal unfolding is said to be mini-versal if the dimension of the
parameter space is the smallest possible for a versal unfolding. Of course, the concept
of versal unfolding of matrices is of importance not only to linear differential
equations, but to nonlinear differential equations as well, since questions of stability
and bifurcations of equilibria in nonlinear systems always involve an analysis of an
associated linearized system. It is therefore important to understand the dependence
of the associated matrix on system parameters (i.e. in the case where the resulting
unfolding is not versal, there are restrictions on the movement of the eigenvalues,
which may inﬂuence the possible range of dynamics).
In the space Matcc of c  c matrices with complex entries, let S denote the
similarity orbit of the matrix B: We will use the following sufﬁcient criterion for
versality which can be found in [1,20].
Proposition 1.1. Let BðaÞ be a p-parameter unfolding of the matrix B: If
Matcc ¼ TSBða0Þ þ DaBða0Þ 
 Cp;
where a0 is such that Bða0Þ ¼ B and TSBða0Þ denotes the tangent space to S at Bða0Þ;
thenBðaÞ is a versal unfolding of B: If the codimension of TSBða0Þ is equal to p; then the
unfolding is mini-versal.
As motivation for our analysis in this paper consider a parameter-dependent
nonlinear RFDE
’xðtÞ ¼ Fðxt; aÞ ð1:1Þ
which has a nonhyperbolic equilibrium, which we assume for the sake of simplicity
to be at x ¼ 0; a ¼ 0: As previously mentioned, a crucial step in the analysis of the
bifurcations and stability of this equilibrium is to perform a parameter-dependent
center manifold reduction of the RFDE [7] in order to obtain a parameter-dependent
nonlinear c-dimensional ODE
’zðtÞ ¼ Bz þ Gðz; aÞ; ð1:2Þ
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where B is a c  c constant matrix, and G is nonlinear in z and a: The emphasis is
important, since terms which are parameter dependent and linear in z are contained
in the expression for G and they are the ones which unfold the matrix B: Thus, it is
natural to investigate the versality of this unfolding, for reasons that we have
previously mentioned. However, the potential difﬁculty here is that the reduction
process for RFDEs to ﬁnite-dimensional invariant manifolds introduces restrictions
on the possible types of nonlinearities G which can be achieved in (1.2) [8]. Thus,
there is no a priori guarantee that a versal unfolding of the matrix B can be achieved
in G by this reduction process, even if we have perhaps many parameters (e.g. more
than the codimension of TSB in Matcc) in the original RFDE. It is clear that only
terms which are linear in xt in the right-hand side of (1.1) contribute to terms which
are linear in z in the right-hand side of (1.2). Thus, we restrict our attention to the
case where (1.1) is a parametrized family of linear RFDEs.
We have two main results. The ﬁrst gives a sufﬁcient condition on the
parametrized linear RFDE (1.1) which guarantees that the right-hand side of (1.2)
is a versal unfolding of the matrix B: The second main result is twofold: ﬁrst, we
show that despite the previously mentioned restrictions on G in (1.2), it is always
possible to realize a versal unfolding of B by a suitable choice of parameter-
dependent RFDE in (1.1); and furthermore, we give a ‘‘canonical’’ method of
computing such a parameter-dependent RFDE in terms of delay differential
operators. The theory is then illustrated with several examples.
Although our original interest and motivation lies in bifurcation theory (i.e. B in
(1.2) has all of its eigenvalues on the imaginary axis), there is no additional
complication in considering a reduction of (1.1) to a general ﬁnite-dimensional
invariant manifold (i.e. not necessarily a center manifold). Therefore, we develop the
theory in this general context.
As is the case for Arnold’s theory of versal unfoldings of matrices, we develop our
theory by working in complex spaces; since the diagonalization theory is much
simpler in this context. Versal unfoldings in the real case can be constructed by a
decomplexiﬁcation of the complex unfolding, as is done in [1] and which we illustrate
in Section 7.
2. Reduction of linear RFDEs
Let Cn ¼ Cð½t; 0;CnÞ be the Banach space of continuous functions from the
interval ½t; 0; into Cn ðt40Þ endowed with uniform norm. We are interested in the
linear homogeneous RFDE
’zðtÞ ¼L0ðztÞ; ð2:1Þ
where L0 is a bounded linear operator from Cn into C
n: We write
L0ðjÞ ¼
Z 0
t
dZðyÞjðyÞ;
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where Z is an n  n matrix-valued function of bounded variation deﬁned on ½t; 0:
Let A0 denote the inﬁnitesimal generator of the semiﬂow generated by Eq. (2.1).
Then it is well-known that the spectrum sðA0Þ of A0 is equal to the point spectrum of
A0; and lAsðA0Þ if and only if l satisﬁes the characteristic equation
det DðlÞ ¼ 0; where DðlÞ ¼ lIn 
Z 0
t
dZðyÞely; ð2:2Þ
where In is the n  n identity matrix. We suppose that LCC is a nonempty ﬁnite set
of eigenvalues of A0; with corresponding generalized c-dimensional eigenspace P:
Using adjoint theory, it is known that we can write
Cn ¼ P"Q; ð2:3Þ
where Q is invariant under the semiﬂow of (2.1), and invariant under A0:
Deﬁne Cn ¼ Cð½0; t;CnÞ; where Cn is the n-dimensional space of row vectors.
We have the adjoint bilinear form on Cn  Cn:
ðc;jÞn ¼ cð0Þjð0Þ 
Z 0
t
Z y
0
cðx yÞ dZðyÞjðxÞ dx: ð2:4Þ
We let F ¼ ðj1;y;jcÞ be a basis for P; and C ¼ colðc1;y;ccÞ be a basis for the
dual space P in Cn ; chosen so that ðC;FÞn is the c  c identity matrix, Ic: In this
case, we have Q ¼ fjACn: ðC;jÞn ¼ 0g: We denote by B the c  c constant matrix
such that ’F ¼ FB: The spectrum of B coincides with L: Using decomposition (2.3),
any solution to (2.1) can be written as z ¼ Fx þ y; where xACc and yAQ is a C1
function. The dynamics of (2.1) on P are then given by
’x ¼ Bx:
3. Parametrized families of linear RFDEs
Consider now a parametrized family of linear RFDEs of the form
’zðtÞ ¼LðaÞðztÞ; ð3:1Þ
where aACp; a/LðaÞ is a CN function with values in the space of bounded linear
operators from Cn into C
n; and Lða0Þ ¼L0 is as in (2.1), for some a0ACp: In the
sequel, we will assume that a translation has been performed in the parameter space
Cp such that a0 ¼ 0: Our outline and notation here follows closely that of [7]. We
rewrite (3.1) as the system
’zðtÞ ¼L0ðztÞ þ ½LðaÞ L0ðztÞ;
’aðtÞ ¼ 0: ð3:2Þ
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The solutions of this system are of the form z*ðtÞ ¼ ðzðtÞ; aðtÞÞTACnþp (where the
superscript T denotes transpose), the phase space is C˜ ¼ Cnþp ¼ Cð½t; 0;CnþpÞ;
and we write (3.2) as
’z*ðtÞ ¼L*0z*t þ F˜ðz*tÞ; ð3:3Þ
where L*0ððu; vÞTÞ ¼ ðL0ðuÞ; 0ÞT and F˜ððu; vÞT Þ ¼ ð½Lðvð0ÞÞ L0ðuÞ; 0ÞT ; uACn;
vACp:
Let L; P; Q; F; C; ð ; Þn and B be as in the previous section. Deﬁne P˜ ¼ P  Cp;
Q˜ ¼ Q  R; where R ¼ fvACp: vð0Þ ¼ 0g; and consider for bases of P˜ and P˜;
respectively, the columns of the matrix *F and the rows of the matrix *C;
*F ¼ F 0
0 Ip
 !
; *C ¼ C 0
0 Ip
 !
;
which satisfy ð *C; *FÞnþp ¼ Icþp: We have ’*F ¼ *FB˜; where B˜ ¼ diagðB; 0Þ: It follows
that we have an invariant splitting C˜ ¼ P˜"Q˜:
Let BCn denote the space of functions from ½t; 0 to Cn which are uniformly
continuous on ½t; 0Þ and with a jump discontinuity at 0. If we deﬁne
X0 : ½t; 0-Matnn by
X0ðyÞ ¼
In; y ¼ 0;
0; tpyo0;
(
then the elements of BCn can be written as x ¼ jþ X0m; with jACn ¼ Cð½t; 0;CnÞ
and mACn; so that BCn is identiﬁed with Cn  Cn: In order to study (3.3), we need to
consider the space BC˜ ¼ BCn  BCp; which can be identiﬁed with C˜  Cnþp: Deﬁne
Y0 : ½t; 0-Matpp by
Y0ðyÞ ¼
Ip; y ¼ 0;
0; tpyo0:
(
Let p : BCn-P denote the projection
pðjþ X0mÞ ¼ F½ðC;jÞn þCð0Þm;
where jACn and mACn: We consider the projection *p : BC˜-P˜ given by
*pððjþ X0m;cþ Y0nÞTÞ ¼ *F *C;
j
c
" # !
nþp
þ *Cð0Þ m
n
" #24
3
5 ¼ pðjþ X0mÞ
cð0Þ þ n
" #
:
We now decompose z* in (3.3) according to the splitting
BC˜ ¼ P˜"ker *p;
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with the property that Q˜D! ker *p; and get
’x
’a
" #
¼ B˜ x
a
" #
þ *Cð0ÞF˜ *F x
a
" #
þ y
w
" # !
;
d
dt
y
w
" #
¼ A˜Q˜1
y
w
" #
þ ðI  *pÞ X0
Y0
" #
F˜ *F
x
a
" #
þ y
w
" # !
; ð3:4Þ
where xACc; aACp; yAQ1  Q-C1n ; wAR1  R-C1p (C1n and C1p denote, respec-
tively, the subsets of Cn and Cp consisting of continuously differentiable functions),
and A˜Q˜1 is the operator from Q˜
1  Q˜-C˜1 ¼ Q1  R1 into ker *p deﬁned by
A˜Q˜1
j
c
" #
¼ ’j
’c
" #
þ X0
Y0
" #
L*0
j
c
" #
 ’jð0Þ
’cð0Þ
" # !
:
If AQ1 : Q
1Cker p-ker p is deﬁned by AQ1j ¼ ’jþ X0 ½L0 ðjÞ  ’jð0Þ; then (3.4) is
equivalent to
’x
’a
" #
¼ Bx
0
" #
þ Cð0Þ½Lðað0Þ þ wð0ÞÞ L0ðFx þ yÞ
0
" #
;
d
dt
y
w
" #
¼ AQ1y
’w  Y0 ’wð0Þ
" #
þ ðI  pÞX0½Lðað0Þ þ wð0ÞÞ L0ðFx þ yÞ
0
" #
:
Since wAR; it follows that wð0Þ ¼ 0; so that we get the following equations in
BCn ¼ P"ker p
’x ¼ Bx þCð0Þ½LðaÞ L0ðFx þ yÞ;
d
dt
y ¼ AQ1y þ ðI  pÞX0½LðaÞ L0ðFx þ yÞ; ð3:5Þ
where xACc and yAQ1:
4. Reduction to parameter-dependent invariant manifold
In this section, we show that (3.4) admits a local, semiﬂow invariant, c þ p-
dimensional manifold in BC˜; which is tangent at the origin to P˜; and such that the
dynamics of (3.4) restricted to this manifold are linear in xACc:
We want the nontrivial part of our invariant manifold to be of the form
u ¼ Fx þ hðaÞx; ð4:1Þ
where h :Cp-Mat1cðQ1Þ is a CN map, and Mat1cðQ1Þ denotes the space of 1 c
matrices whose elements are in the space Q1 which has been deﬁned in the previous
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section. Combining (4.1) and the ﬁrst equation in (3.5) we obtain
du
dt
¼ðFþ hðaÞÞ ’x
¼ðFþ hðaÞÞðBx þCð0Þ½LðaÞ L0ðFþ hðaÞÞxÞ: ð4:2Þ
Using the second of Eqs. (3.5), we get that expression (4.1) represents a locally
semiﬂow invariant manifold of (3.2) near the origin ðz; aÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ if
ðAQ1 þ ðI  pÞX0½LðaÞ L0ÞhðaÞ þ ðI  pÞX0½LðaÞ L0ðFÞ
 hðaÞðB þCð0Þ½LðaÞ L0ðFþ hðaÞÞÞ ¼ 0 ð4:3Þ
for all a in a neighborhood of 0.
Our main tool for proving this result is the implicit function theorem (IFT).
Because of the smoothness properties required for the application of the IFT, we
need to work with the C1 norm instead of the uniform norm on the space Q1: In
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 of [6], it was shown that
sðAQ1Þ ¼ PsðAQ1Þ ¼ sðA0Þ\L; ð4:4Þ
where s denotes the spectrum, and Ps is the point spectrum. Now, if lePsðAÞ; with
A equal to A0; A and AQ1 respectively, then we have that the operators
A lI : ðDðAÞ; jj 
 jjC1Þ-ðX; jj 
 jjXÞ
are surjective with bounded inverse, where X is Cn; BCn and ker p; respectively. This
follows from the surjectivity of the above operators, the fact that DðAÞ are closed
subsets of ðC1; jj 
 jjC1Þ and from the closed graph theorem.
Proposition 4.1. Let ðQ1Þc ¼ Q1 ? Q1 (c times) endowed with C1 norm
jjðh1;y; hcÞjjðQ1Þc ¼
Xc
i¼1
ðjhijC þ j ’hijCÞ
(where j jC denotes uniform norm), and let ðker pÞc ¼ ker p ? ker p (c times)
endowed with norm
jjðc1 þ X0a1;y;cc þ X0acÞjjðker pÞc ¼
Xc
i¼1
ðjcijC þ jaijCnÞ:
Consider the nonlinear operator N :Cp  ðQ1Þc-ðker pÞc defined by
Nða; hÞ ¼ ðAQ1 þ ðI  pÞX0½LðaÞ L0Þh þ ðI  pÞX0 ½LðaÞ L0ðFÞ
 hðB þCð0Þ½LðaÞ L0ðFþ hÞÞ; ð4:5Þ
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where the actions of AQ1 and LðaÞ on hAðQ1Þc are defined componentwise in the
obvious way. Then, there exists a neighborhood V of 0 in Cp and a unique CN mapping
a/hðaÞ from V into ðQ1Þc such that hð0Þ ¼ 0 and such that Nða; hðaÞÞ ¼ 0 for all
aAV :
Proof. It is clear that with the chosen topologies, N is a CN mapping. Moreover, it
is also clear that Nð0; 0Þ ¼ 0: The partial Fre´chet derivative Nhð0; 0Þ is the bounded
linear operator from ðQ1Þc into ðker pÞc deﬁned by
Nhð0; 0Þv  Jv ¼ AQ1v  vB:
We suppose that we have chosen a system of coordinates such that the c  c matrix B
is in Jordan canonical form
B ¼
l1 s1
l2 s2

: 
:

: 
:

: sc1
lc
0
BBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCA
;
where si ¼ 1 or si ¼ 0: Suppose that v ¼ ðv1;y; vcÞAðQ1Þc\f0g is such that Jv ¼ 0:
Then this is equivalent to
AQ1ðv1;y; vcÞ ¼ ðl1 v1; s1v1 þ l2v2;y; sc1vc1 þ lcvcÞ;
which implies that one of the li must be in the point spectrum of AQ1 ; which is a
contradiction (see (4.4)). Therefore, ker J ¼ f0g:
We now show that J is surjective. We use an approach similar to the proof of
Theorem 5.4 of [6]. Let iAf1;y; cg; jAQ1; and xAker p be such that x ¼
ðAQ1  liIÞj: Deﬁne v ¼ ðv1;y; vcÞAðQ1Þc by vk ¼ 0; kai; and vi ¼ j: Then f ¼ Jv
has the form f ¼ ð f 1;y; f cÞ; where
f k ¼
x if k ¼ i;
sij if k ¼ i þ 1 and ioc;
0 otherwise:
8><
>: ð4:6Þ
Let g ¼ ðg1;y; gcÞAðker pÞc: We now use an induction argument to show that there
exists an h ¼ ðh1;y; hcÞAðQ1Þc which is such that Jh ¼ g: We know from the remark
following (4.4) that l1 is such that AQ1  l1I has a bounded inverse. Therefore, there
exists j1AQ
1 such that ðAQ1  l1IÞj1 ¼ g1: If we deﬁne H1 ¼ ðj1; 0;y; 0ÞAðQ1Þc;
then we get from (4.6) that ðJH1Þ1 ¼ g1: Suppose now that iAf1;y; c  1g is such
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that there exists HiAðQ1Þc satisfying
ðJHiÞp ¼ g p; 8ppi: ð4:7Þ
Deﬁne Hiþ1 ¼ ðJHiÞiþ1Aker p: Since AQ1  liþ1I has a bounded inverse, there exists
jiþ1AQ
1 such that ðAQ1  liþ1IÞjiþ1 ¼ giþ1  Hiþ1: If we deﬁne Giþ1 ¼
ðz1;y; zcÞAðQ1Þc by zk ¼ 0 if kai þ 1; ziþ1 ¼ jiþ1; it follows from (4.6) that
ðJGiþ1Þk ¼
giþ1  Hiþ1 if k ¼ i þ 1;
sijiþ1 if k ¼ i þ 2 and i þ 1oc;
0 otherwise:
8><
>:
If we now set Hiþ1 ¼Hi þ Giþ1; we get from (4.7)
ðJHiþ1Þp ¼
giþ1 if p ¼ i þ 1;
g p if ppi:
(
By induction on i; we have that (4.7) holds for i ¼ c; and thus J is a surjection. It
now follows that J has a bounded inverse, and we get the conclusion of the
proposition by virtue of the implicit function theorem. &
Proposition 4.2. Let hðaÞ be the solution of N ¼ 0 in (4.5) defined for all aAV ; where
V is some neighborhood of the origin in Cp: Then the following set
W ¼ fððx; aÞ; ðy; wÞÞACcþp  Q˜1: w ¼ 0; y ¼ hðaÞx; xACc; aAVg ð4:8Þ
is a locally semiflow invariant CN manifold for system (3.4), and tangent to P˜: The
(nontrivial) dynamics on this manifold reduce to
’x ¼ Bx þCð0Þ½LðaÞ L0ðFþ hðaÞÞx: ð4:9Þ
Proof. It is obvious that W in (4.8) is tangent to P˜: The semiﬂow invariance of W
follows from substitution of y ¼ hðaÞx into (3.5), and using the fact that hðaÞ is a
solution to N ¼ 0 in (4.5). &
5. Sufﬁcient condition for versality
From the previous section, we have seen that (3.1) admits an invariant manifold
through the equilibrium solution ðz; aÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ on which the dynamics reduces to the
c-dimensional parametrized linear system
’x ¼ BðaÞx; ð5:1Þ
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where by (4.9) we have
BðaÞ ¼ B þCð0Þ½LðaÞ L0ðFþ hðaÞÞ: ð5:2Þ
Note that Bð0Þ ¼ B and since hð0Þ ¼ 0; we have
DaBð0Þ ¼ Cð0ÞDa½LðaÞðFÞja¼0:
Let Matcc denote the space of c  c matrices with complex entries. For
i; jAf1;y; cg; let EijAMatcc be the matrix whose elements are all 0 except the
element in row i and column j; whose value is 1. For U1; U2AMatcc; denote
½U1; U2  U1U2  U2U1:
Denote the linear mapping Y : Matcc-Cc
2
by YðEijÞ ¼ eði1Þcþj; where ec
denotes the row vector whose components are all 0 except the cth which is 1.
Theorem 5.1. The parametrized family (3.1) generates a versal unfolding BðaÞ (see
(5.2)) of the matrix B ¼ ðC; ’FÞn if the ðc2 þ pÞ  c2 matrix
S ¼
Yð½B; E11Þ
Yð½B; E12Þ
^
Yð½B; EccÞ
Y Cð0Þ @
@a1
½LðaÞðFÞ

a¼0
 
^
Y Cð0Þ @
@ap
½LðaÞðFÞ

a¼0
 
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
has rank c2: If, in addition,
dim spanðYð½B; E11Þ;Yð½B; E12Þ;y;Yð½B; EccÞÞ ¼ c2  p; ð5:3Þ
then the versal unfolding BðaÞ is mini-versal.
Proof. In Matcc; the tangent space of the similarity orbit through B is given by [1]
O ¼ f½B; X : XAMatccg:
Thus, if the matrix S has rank c2; we have
Matcc ¼ OþCð0ÞDa½LðaÞðFÞja¼0 
 Cp;
which implies that the mapping a/BðaÞ is transversal (mini-transversal if (5.3)
holds) to the similarity orbit of B at a ¼ 0: The conclusion now follows from
Proposition 1.1. &
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From the previous result, we are now led to deﬁne a notion of versal unfolding for
RFDEs of type (3.1).
Deﬁnition 5.2. The parametrized family of RFDEs (3.1) is said to be a L-versal
unfolding (respectively a L-mini-versal unfolding) for the RFDE (2.1) if the matrix
BðaÞ deﬁned by (5.2) is a versal unfolding (respectively a mini-versal unfolding)
for B:
6. Decomposition of Matcc by Wð0Þ
Consider now the following problem: given a linear homogeneous RFDE such as
(2.1) and a set L of solutions to the characteristic equation (2.2), ﬁnd a L-versal
unfolding (3.1) for (2.1). It is certainly not immediately obvious that this problem
admits a solution, since the structure of the right-hand side of (4.9) is severely
restricted by the structure of the matrix Cð0Þ: To solve this problem, we will need to
characterize the subspace of matrices in Matcc whose columns are in the range of
Cð0Þ; and show that one can build a versal unfolding of the matrix B in (4.9) even in
this restricted context. We start with the following.
Deﬁnition 6.1. We deﬁne RðCð0ÞÞ to be the set of all c  c matrices whose columns
are in the range of the matrix Cð0Þ:
The main result we will need in order to construct the above-mentioned versal
unfolding is the following:
Proposition 6.2. Let T : Matcc-Matcc be defined by TðMÞ ¼ ½B; M  BM 
MB: There exists a subspace WˆCRðCð0ÞÞ such that
Matcc ¼ rangeðTÞ"Wˆ : ð6:1Þ
This entire section is devoted to proving this result, including giving an explicit
construction of Wˆ : We will start by ﬁrst proving several lemmas, and then proceed
to the proof of Proposition 6.2.
6.1. Commutator of B
We assume that the matrix B is in the following Jordan block diagonal form:
B ¼ diagðB11ðl1Þ;y; B1k1ðl1Þ; B21ðl2Þ;y; B2k2ðl2Þ;y; Br1ðlrÞ;y; BrkrðlrÞÞ; ð6:2Þ
where l1;y; lr are the distinct (without multiplicities) eigenvalues of B; and the
Jordan block B
j
c ðljÞ is nj;c  nj;c of the form ljInj;c þ Nnj;cnj;c ; where Nnj;cnj;c is the
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nilpotent matrix with 1’s on the upper diagonal, and 0’s everywhere else. Moreover,
we assume that for each jAf1;y; rg; we have
nj;1Xnj;2X?Xnj;kj :
The ﬁrst result we need is the following lemma, which can be found in [10]:
Lemma 6.3. Let B denote the conjugate transpose of B; and let MAMatcc be such
that ½B; M ¼ 0: Then M is of the form
M ¼ diagðM1;y;MrÞ; ð6:3Þ
where Mj is a ðnj;1 þ?þ nj;kj Þ  ðnj;1 þ?þ nj;kj Þ matrix, partitioned into blocks
with dimensions nj;p  nj;q; and of the form illustrated in Fig. 1, where each oblique
segment in each separate block denotes a sequence of equal entries, and all other entries
are zero.
The second lemma we need is the following. The proof is left to the appendix.
Lemma 6.4. Let B be as in (6.2), and consider the mappingT : Matcc-Matcc given
by TðMÞ ¼ ½B; M: Then YArangeðTÞ if and only if Y is of the form
Y ¼
Y1;1 Y1;2 ? ? Y1;r
Y2;1 Y2;2 ? ? Y2;r
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Yr;1 Yr;2 ? ? Yr;r
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
; ð6:4Þ
where Yp;q is a ðnp;1 þ?þ np;kpÞ  ðnq;1 þ?þ nq;kqÞ matrix, with the only constraint
being that for each jAf1;y; rg; the sub-matrix Yj;j is partitioned exactly as Mj (see
Fig. 1), and is such that the sum of the elements in each given oblique segment is zero
(however, in contrast to Mj; the elements of Yj;j which are not on the oblique segments
are completely arbitrary, i.e. not necessarily zero).
We now deﬁne useful integers which give the number of columns of the matrix B
corresponding to the ﬁrst j eigenvalues. Let N0 ¼ 0; and
Nj ¼ Nj1 þ
Xkj
c¼1
nj;c; j ¼ 1;y; r  1:
Using Lemma 6.4, we now deﬁne a set of matrices S which forms a basis for
rangeðTÞ: The setS consists of all c  c matrices Y which are partitioned as in (6.4)
and whose elements are all zero except one element whose value is 1, and possibly
one other element whose value is 1; satisfying the following constraints:
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* if the element whose value is 1 is in the block Yk;c where kac; then it is the only
nonzero element in the matrix Y ;
* if the element whose value is 1 lies in the block Yj;j for some jAf1;y; rg; then:
3 if this element (whose value is 1) is not on any of the oblique segments of
Fig. 1, then it is the only nonzero element in the matrix Y
3 if this element (whose value is 1) does lie on one of the oblique segments of
Fig. 1, then it does not lie in any of the following rows:
Nj1 þ nj;1; Nj1 þ nj;1 þ nj;2;y; Nj1 þ nj;1 þ?þ nj;kj ; ð6:5Þ
and there is a ‘1’ at the bottom end of the oblique segment which contains
the ‘1’.
Note that the row numbers given by (6.5) correspond to the last row of nj;kj  nj;kj
blocks as shown in Fig. 1 for each j:
Now consider WCMatcc; where W is the subspace of matrices of the form
diagðo1;y;orÞ;
where oj is a ðnj;1 þ?þ nj;kj Þ  ðnj;1 þ?þ nj;kj Þ matrix, partitioned into blocks
with dimensions nj;p  nj;q; and of the form illustrated in Fig. 2. In this ﬁgure, the
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nj,1
nj,1
n n n
n
n
n
j,2 j,3 j,4
j,2
j,3
j,4
Fig. 1. Structure of a matrix Mj : In this example, kj ¼ 4; nj;1 ¼ 9; nj;2 ¼ 5; nj;3 ¼ 4; nj;4 ¼ 2:
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only elements which are not forced to be zero are those at the bottom of each oblique
segment, illustrated with a bold dot. It is well known [10] that
dimðWÞ ¼
Xr
j¼1
Xkj
c¼1
ð2c 1Þnj;c: ð6:6Þ
It follows from the deﬁnition of the basis S of rangeðTÞ that
Lemma 6.5.
Matcc ¼ rangeðTÞ"W: ð6:7Þ
6.2. Characterizing the range of Cð0Þ
Before we can prove Proposition 6.2, we need to establish some properties about
the subspace RðCð0ÞÞ deﬁned in Deﬁnition 6.1.
Lemma 6.6. The matrix Cð0Þ ¼ colðc1ð0Þ;y;ccð0ÞÞ satisfies the following property:
for each jAf1;y; rg; if iAfNj1 þ nj;1; Nj1 þ nj;1 þ nj;2;y; Nj1 þ nj;1 þ?þ nj;kjg
then
cið0Þa0 and cið0ÞDðljÞ ¼ 0;
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nj,1
nj,1
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n
n
n
j,2 j,3 j,4
j,2
j,3
j,4
Fig. 2. Structure of a matrix oj : In this example, kj ¼ 4: The only elements which are not forced to be zero
are those illustrated with a bold dot, at the bottom of each oblique segment.
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where the characteristic matrix DðlÞ is as in (2.2). Moreover, for each fixed
jAf1;y; rg; the set of row-vectors
fcNj1þnj;1ð0Þ;cNj1þnj;1þnj;2ð0Þ;y;cNj1þnj;1þ?þnj;kj ð0Þg
is linearly independent in Cn:
Proof. Each row ciðyÞ of the matrix CðyÞ ¼ eByCð0Þ must satisfy
’cið0Þ ¼ 
Z 0
t
ciðyÞ dZðyÞ: ð6:8Þ
Since B has the form (6.2), it follows that for each jAf1;y; rg; if iAf Nj1 þ
nj;1; Nj1 þ nj;1 þ nj;2;y; Nj1 þ nj;1 þ?þ nj;kj g then the ith row of the matrix eBy
is zero except for the diagonal element which is equal to eljy: It follows that for all
iAf Nj1 þ nj;1; Nj1 þ nj;1 þ nj;2;y; Nj1 þ nj;1 þ?þ nj;kj g we have
ciðyÞ ¼ eljycið0Þ;
which when substituted into (6.8) yields cið0ÞDðljÞ ¼ 0: Recall that the columns of
CðyÞ form a basis of P; therefore the set
fcNj1þnj;1ðyÞ;cNj1þnj;1þnj;2ðyÞ;y;cNj1þnj;1þ?þnj;kj ðyÞg
is linearly independent in Cð½0; t;CnÞ; and it follows that
fcNj1þnj;1ð0Þ;cNj1þnj;1þnj;2ð0Þ;y;cNj1þnj;1þ?þnj;kj ð0Þg
is linearly independent in Cn: &
Remark 6.7. For each jAf1;y; rg; let
fcNj1þnj;1ð0Þ;cNj1þnj;1þnj;2ð0Þ;y;cNj1þnj;1þ?þnj;kj ð0Þg
be as in Lemma 6.6. Consider the linear mapping
Pj :Cn-Ckj
deﬁned by
PjðvÞ ¼ colðcNj1þnj;1ð0Þ;cNj1þnj;1þnj;2ð0Þ;y;cNj1þnj;1þ?þnj;kj ð0ÞÞ 
 v:
Then it follows from Lemma 6.6 that Pj is onto Ckj :
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6.3. Proof of Proposition 6.2
We are now ready to prove Proposition 6.2. For purposes of clarity, we ﬁrst prove
it in the case where r ¼ 1 in (6.2), and then we show how to generalize the arguments
of this proof to the case r41: Before giving the proof, we ﬁrst establish some useful
notation.
In the case where r ¼ 1 in (6.2), any matrix MAMatcc can be partitioned as
M ¼
M1;1 M1;2 ? ? M1;k1
M2;1 M2;2 ? ? M2;k1
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Mk1;1 Mk1;2 ? ? Mk1;k1
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
; ð6:9Þ
whereMx;W is n1;x  n1;W; for x; WAf1;y; k1g: It is convenient to label the elements of
M according to this partitioning as follows: for x; WAf1;y; k1g; mAf1;y; n1;Wg and
uAf1;y; n1;xg; we denote by Mx;W;u;m the element of the matrix M which lies in the
blockMx;W in (6.9), at the intersection of row u and column n1;W  m þ 1 relative to
this block.
Fix x; WAf1;y; k1g and let Qðx; WÞ be the set of integers mAf1;y; n1;Wg such that
column n1;W  m þ 1 intersects an oblique line in the block Mx;W: In particular,
Qðx; WÞ ¼ f1;y; n1;Wg if n1;xXn1;W;fn1;W  n1;x þ 1;y; n1;Wg if n1;xon1;W:
(
Now, for all x; WAf1;y; k1g and mAQðx; WÞ; we deﬁne Ox;W;m as the c  c matrix
whose entries are all zero except Ox;W;n1;x;mx;W;m ¼ 1: It follows that the set of all matrices
Ox;W;m thus deﬁned is a basis for the subspace W in (6.7) (see Fig. 2).
Similarly, ﬁx x; WAf1;y; k1g and mAf1;y; n1;Wg: Let Pðx; W; mÞ consist of all
uAf1;y; n1;x  1g such that row u has an intersection with an oblique line in the
block ðx; WÞ at column n1;W  m þ 1: Of course, if n1;x ¼ 1; meQðx; WÞ or m ¼
min Qðx; WÞ then Pðx; W; mÞ ¼ |:
For all x; WAf1;y; k1g; choose mAQðx; WÞ such that Pðx; W; mÞ is nonempty and
choose uAPðx; W; mÞ: Deﬁne the c  c matrix Ex;W;u;m with only two nonzero entries
as follows. Let Ex;W;u;mx;W;u;m ¼ 1; and Ex;W;n1;x;pðm;uÞx;W;u;m ¼ 1; where pðm; uÞ ¼ m  n1;x þ u:
Note that pðm; uÞ is always less than m: See Fig. 3 for an illustration of Qðx; WÞ;
Pðx; W; mÞ and pðm; uÞ: Each of these matrices Ex;W;u;m deﬁned above is in rangeðTÞ
(Lemma 6.4).
Remark 6.8. It follows from the deﬁnitions of the matrices Ox;W;m and the
matrices Ex;W;u;m that if WAf1;y; k1g; xAf1;y; k1g; mAf1;y; n1;Wg and
uAPðx; W; mÞ; then pðm; uÞAQðx; WÞ and Ex;W;u;m þ Ox;W;pðm;uÞ is a matrix whose only
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nonzero element is
ðEx;W;u;m þ Ox;W;pðm;uÞÞx;W;u;m ¼ 1:
We now proceed to the proof of Proposition 6.2 in the case where r ¼ 1:
Lemma 6.9. Suppose B in (6.2) is such that r ¼ 1: Then Proposition 6.2 holds.
Proof. We begin by deﬁning a subspace of matrices contained in RðCð0ÞÞ and
isomorphic to W: We do this in the following way.
By virtue of Remark 6.7, let v1;y; vk1AC
n be such that P1ðvcÞ is a k1-dimensional
vector whose only nonzero component is the cth component, whose value is 1. Now,
consider the c-dimensional vector Cð0Þvc: We label the components of this vector
using the integers xAf1;y; k1g and uAf1;y; n1;xg as follows: ðCð0ÞvcÞx;u is the uth
component of Cð0Þvc if x ¼ 1; and the ðn1;1 þ?þ n1;x1 þ uÞth component of
Cð0Þvc if x41: We then have
ðCð0ÞvcÞx;u ¼
gx;u;c if uefn1;1;y; n1;k1g;
1 if x ¼ c and u ¼ n1;x;
0 otherwise;
8><
>: ð6:10Þ
where the exact values of the coefﬁcients gx;u;c are not important.
Now for all x; WAf1;y; k1g and mAQðx; WÞ deﬁne Rx;W;m to be the n  c matrix
whose ðn1;1 þ?þ n1;W  m þ 1Þth column is vx; and all other columns are zero. We
then deﬁne a linear mapping E :W-RðCð0ÞÞ by the following action on the basis
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Fig. 3. Example of sets Q; P and of a point pðm; uÞ for a 5 7 matrix. Here Q ¼ f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g and
P ¼ f2; 3; 4g:
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elements of W:
EðOx;W;mÞ ¼ Cð0ÞRx;W;m; x; WAf1;y; k1g; mAQðx; WÞ: ð6:11Þ
It is clear that E is an isomorphism between W and Wˆ  EðWÞCRðCð0ÞÞ; since
the set
fEðOx;W;mÞ: x; WAf1;y; k1g; mAQðx; WÞg
is linearly independent in Matcc:
Our strategy now is to show that
WCrangeðTÞ þ Wˆ ;
from which it follows from (6.7) that
Matcc ¼ rangeðTÞ þ Wˆ ;
and since W and Wˆ are isomorphic, we will then have
Matcc ¼ rangeðTÞ"Wˆ : ð6:12Þ
Any matrix ZAMatcc can be written as a sum of two matrices as is illustrated in
Fig. 4, where the elements which are not on the oblique segments are all zero. It is
clear from Lemma 6.4 that the second summand in Fig. 4 belongs to rangeðTÞ:
Thus, for any ZAMatcc; we deﬁne GðZÞ to be the ﬁrst summand in this
decomposition, as illustrated in Fig. 4. It immediately follows that for any
ZAMatcc; we have Z  GðZÞArangeðTÞ:
Fix a value of WAf1;y; k1g: For all xAf1;y; k1g; if 1AQðx; WÞ then
GðCð0ÞRx;W;1Þ ¼ Ox;W;1; from which it follows that
Ox;W;1ArangeðTÞ þ Wˆ ; 8xAf1;y; k1g such that 1AQðx; WÞ:
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Fig. 4. Decomposition of ZAMatcc: In this example, k1 ¼ 4: The elements which are not on the oblique
segments are all zero. The ﬁrst summand is GðZÞ: The second summand is in rangeðTÞ:
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If n1;W41; let m be an integer in the range 1;y; n1;W  1 such that for all m ¼ 1;y; m;
we have
Ox;W;mArangeðTÞ þ Wˆ ; 8xAf1;y; k1g such that mAQðx; WÞ: ð6:13Þ
We claim that this implies that
Ox;W;mþ1ArangeðTÞ þ Wˆ ; 8xAf1;y; k1g such that mþ 1AQðx; WÞ: ð6:14Þ
From this claim, and the fact that the above arguments are independent of the
particular choice of W; it follows by induction that (6.12) holds. It thus remains to
prove the claim.
Suppose that xAf1;y; k1g is such that mþ 1AQðx; WÞ: Then a simple computation
shows that
GðCð0ÞRx;W;mþ1Þ ¼ Ox;W;mþ1 þ Gx;W;mþ1; ð6:15Þ
where Gx;W;mþ1 is a c  c matrix whose columns are all zero except possibly the
ðn1;1 þ?þ n1;W  mÞth column, whose ðw; uÞ component is given by the formula
gw;u;x if uAPðw; W; mþ 1Þ;
0 otherwise;
(
where the coefﬁcients gw;u;x are as in (6.10). Now, Cð0ÞRx;W;mþ1 
GðCð0ÞRx;W;mþ1ÞArangeðTÞ implies that GðCð0ÞRx;W;mþ1ÞArangeðTÞ þ Wˆ : From
Remark 6.8,
Gx;W;mþ1 ¼
Xk1
w¼1
X
uAPðw;W;mþ1Þ
gw;u;xðEw;W;u;mþ1 þ Ow;W;pðmþ1;uÞÞ ð6:16Þ
from which it follows that (6.14) holds since Ew;W;u;mþ1ArangeðTÞ and
Ow;W;pðmþ1;uÞArangeðTÞ þ Wˆ from the fact that pðmþ 1; uÞomþ 1 and by the
induction hypothesis. &
Proof of Proposition 6.2. The essential idea here is to decompose the proof into r
separate blocks, where we use the arguments of the proof of Lemma 6.9 on each of
the blocks.
First, for all jAf1;y; rg; we let Wj denote the subspace of W consisting of
matrices whose columns are all zero except the columns between Nj1 þ 1 and Nj
inclusively.
As in the proof of Lemma 6.9, we construct a basis fOj;x;W;u;mg ofWj; and we note
that the space W in (6.7) is equal to W1"?"Wr: From Remark 6.7, for each
jAf1;y; rg we can choose vectors vj;1;y; vj;kj which are such that the vector Pjðvj;cÞ
has a 1 in row c and 0’s everywhere else. For each jAf1;y; rg; we then construct
matrices Rj;x;W;m in a similar manner as we did in Lemma 6.9, whose only nonzero
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column is equal to one of the vectors vj;1;y; vj;kj described above. We then deﬁne
linear mappings Ej :Wj-RðCð0ÞÞ as in (6.11), and it follows thatWj is isomorphic
to Wˆ j ¼ EjðWjÞ:
Now, any ZAMatcc can be partitioned as in (6.4), i.e.
Z ¼
Z1;1 Z1;2 ? ? Z1;r
Z2;1 Z2;2 ? ? Z2;r
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Zr;1 Zr;2 ? ? Zr;r
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
; ð6:17Þ
where Zp;q is a ðnp;1 þ?þ np;kpÞ  ðnq;1 þ?þ nq;kqÞ matrix. Rewrite Z as
Z ¼
Z1;1 0 ? ? 0
0 Z2;2 ? ? 0
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
0 0 ? ? Zr;r
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
þ
0 Z1;2 ? ? Z1;r
Z2;1 0 ? ? Z2;r
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Zr;1 Zr;2 ? ? 0
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
; ð6:18Þ
where the second summand on the right-hand side of (6.18) belongs to rangeðTÞ
(Lemma 6.4). Furthermore, following the same method as in Lemma 6.9, for each
jAf1;y; rg we write Zj;j as a sum of matrices as is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the
second summand belongs to rangeðTÞ: Thus, for Z as in (6.17), we deﬁne GðZÞ as
the ﬁrst summand on the right-hand side of (6.18), where the blocks Zj;j are of the
form of the ﬁrst summand in Fig. 4. It follows that for any ZAMatcc; we have
Z  GðZÞArangeðTÞ:
Finally, we use an induction argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma
6.9 to show that for each jAf1;y; rg; we haveWjCrangeðTÞ þ Wˆ j: We thus deﬁne
Wˆ ¼ Wˆ 1"?"Wˆ r: This completes the proof. &
7. Construction of a K-versal unfolding
In this section, we will solve the problem which was posed at the beginning of
Section 6; that is, given a linear homogeneous RFDE such as (2.1) and a set L of
solutions to the characteristic equation (2.2), ﬁnd a L-versal unfolding (3.1) for (2.1).
7.1. Main result
The following useful result is proven in [8,12].
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Lemma 7.1. Let I be an interval in R and suppose that j1;y;jcACðI ;CnÞ are
linearly independent functions. For each yAI ; define FcðyÞ ¼ ðj1ðyÞ;y;jcðyÞÞ: For a
fixed t0AI ; denote by q the rank of the n  c matrix Fcðt0Þ: Then there exist c  q
distinct points t1;y; tcqAI\ft0g such that the nðc  q þ 1Þ  c matrix
colðFcðt0Þ;y;FcðtcqÞÞ has rank c:
Now, suppose j1;y;jc are the basis elements of the space P in (2.3), and let
FðyÞ ¼ ðj1ðyÞ;y;jcðyÞÞ; and I ¼ ½t; 0: Since ’F ¼ FB; it follows that the rows of
F are solutions to the vector ordinary differential equation ’x ¼ xB; and so the rank
of the matrix FðyÞ is independent of y [14]. We now have the following
Proposition 7.2. Let q ¼ rankðFð0ÞÞ; and let t0;y; tcq be as in Lemma 7.1 with
I ¼ ½t; 0: Then for any n  c matrix R; there exist matrices A0;y; AcqAMatnn
such that
R ¼
Xcq
j¼0
AjFðtjÞ: ð7:1Þ
Proof. Deﬁne the linear mapping K : Matnðnðcqþ1ÞÞ-Matnc by
KðAÞ ¼A 
 colðFðt0Þ;y;FðtcqÞÞ:
If we associate Matnðnðcqþ1ÞÞDCnðnðcqþ1ÞÞ and MatncDCnc in the standard way,
then the nc  nðnðc  q þ 1ÞÞ matrix representation of K is given by
KBIn#ðcolðFðt0Þ;y;FðtcqÞÞÞT ;
whose rank is nc: Thus, K is onto Matnc: For a given RAMatnc; let
AAMatnðnðcqþ1ÞÞ be such that KðAÞ ¼ R: The conclusion of the proposition
follows by partitioning the matrix A as A ¼ ðA0;y; AcqÞ; where the Aj are n  n
matrices, j ¼ 0;y; c  q: &
Remark 7.3. The crucial element in the proof of Proposition 7.2 is the fact that the
rank of the matrix colðFðt0Þ;y;FðtcqÞÞ is equal to c: Lemma 7.1 assures us that we
can always achieve this if we use q ¼ rankðFð0ÞÞ and if the delay times t0;y; tcq are
chosen appropriately. However, as is noted in [8], in certain cases it is possible to
achieve rankðcolðFðt0Þ;y;FðtcqÞÞÞ ¼ c with a value of q larger than rankðFð0ÞÞ:
The following example was given in [8]. Consider the linear RFDE (2.1) on C2 such
that P is four dimensional with basis matrix
FðyÞ ¼ e
io1y eio1y 0 0
0 0 eio2y eio2y
 !
;
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where o1 and o2 are distinct real numbers. Thus, we have c ¼ 4 and rankðFð0ÞÞ ¼ 2:
However, for any t0 and t1 such that t0at1; we have
rankðcolðFðt0Þ;Fðt1ÞÞÞ ¼ rank
eio1t0 eio1t0 0 0
0 0 eio2t0 eio2t0
eio1t1 eio1t1 0 0
0 0 eio2t1 eio2t1
0
BBB@
1
CCCA ¼ 4:
From Proposition 6.2, we know that
Matcc ¼ rangeðTÞ"Wˆ ;
where Wˆ is isomorphic toW (see (6.7)), and the isomorphism E is described in the
proof of Lemma 6.9 and Proposition 6.2. Let fO1;yOdg be a basis for W: From
Proposition 7.2, there exist matrices Am0 ;y; A
m
cqAMatnn such that
EðOmÞ ¼
Xcq
j¼0
Cð0ÞAmj FðtjÞ; m ¼ 1;y; d; ð7:2Þ
where the set fEðOmÞg spans a complement to rangeðTÞ in Matcc: Clearly the
previous statement still holds if instead of being as previously deﬁned, E is any
injective linear mapping from W into RðCð0ÞÞ whose range is a complement to
rangeðTÞ in Matcc:
The following is our main result of this section, and follows from Theorem 5.1,
Propositions 6.2 and 7.2, and the previous discussion.
Theorem 7.4. Let fO1;y;Odg be a basis for W (see (6.7)), and let t0;y; tcqA½t; 0
be such that
rankðcolðFðt0Þ;y;FðtcqÞÞÞ ¼ c:
Let E be an injective linear mapping from W into RðCð0ÞÞ; such that
Matcc ¼ rangeðTÞ"EðWÞ
(there exists at least one such E), and let Amj (mAf1;y; dg; jAf0;y; c  qg) be n  n
matrices which solve (7.2). For each mAf1;y; dg; let Lm be the bounded linear
operator from Cð½t; 0;CnÞ into Cn defined by
LmðzÞ ¼
Xcq
j¼0
Amj zðtjÞ: ð7:3Þ
Let LðaÞ be the d-parameter family of bounded linear operators from Cð½t; 0;CnÞ
into Cn defined by
LðaÞ ¼L0 þ
Xd
m¼1
amLm; ð7:4Þ
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where the am are complex parameters, and L0 is as in (2.1). Then (3.1) is a L-mini-
versal unfolding of (2.1).
7.2. First-order scalar equations
In the case of ﬁrst-order scalar linear RFDEs, that is ztAC1 in (2.1), we are
interested in the following question. Rewrite (7.4) as follows:
LðaÞz ¼L0z þ
Xcq
j¼0
Xd
m¼1
amAmj
 !
zðtjÞ: ð7:5Þ
We wish to show that it is possible to ﬁnd a change of coordinates which simpliﬁes
(7.5) to
LðbÞz ¼L0z þ
Xcq
j¼0
bjzðtjÞ; ð7:6Þ
where bjAC for all j ¼ 0;y; c  q: Recall that B is a c  c matrix and d ¼ dimðWÞ:
We have the following result.
Proposition 7.5. If (2.1) is a scalar equation, then d ¼ c:
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 of [8], since n ¼ 1; the number of Jordan blocks for each
eigenvalue of B is 1: Thus c ¼ n1;1 þ?þ nr;1: Now, d is given by (6.6) with kj ¼ 1
for all j ¼ 1;y; r: Hence the equality holds. &
Theorem 7.6. Consider a L-versal unfolding of a scalar equation (2.1) given by (7.4).
Then there exists a change of coordinates in parameter space Cd which brings (7.5) to
(7.6) where q ¼ 1; b ¼ ðb0;y; bc1Þ with bjAC for j ¼ 0;y; c  1:
Proof. Since n ¼ 1; q ¼ rankðFð0ÞÞ ¼ 1 and therefore c delays t0;y; tc1 are
necessary to solve Eq. (7.1). Let R1;y; Rc be the 1 c matrices such that EðOmÞ ¼
Cð0ÞRm: By Proposition 7.2,
Rm ¼
Xc1
j¼0
Amj FðtjÞ
with Amj AC: We can rewrite this equation as a matrix equation
RTm ¼ ðFðt0ÞT ;y;Fðtc1ÞT ÞAm  PAm;
where Am ¼ ðAm0 ;y; Amc1ÞT and T is transposition. By choice of t0;y; tc1; the
determinant of P is nonzero so that Am ¼ P1RTm:
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Let b ¼ ðb0;y; bc1ÞT and a ¼ ða1;y; acÞT : Since d ¼ c; set
b ¼ A1;y; Ac a:
Now ðA1;y; AcÞ ¼ P1ðRT1 ;y; RTc Þ is nonsingular since P1 is a nonsingular c  c
matrix and we claim that ðRT1 ;y; RTc Þ is also a nonsingular c  c matrix. Hence, this
change of coordinates yields the result.
We now prove the claim. Again by Theorem 5.1 of [8], the number of Jordan
blocks for each eigenvalue of B is 1: The set of 1 c vectors fR1;y; Rcg is
partitioned into subsets fRj;1;1;m j mAQð1; 1Þg; for each jAf1;y; rg and deﬁned as in
the proof of Lemma 6.9 and Proposition 6.2. That is, the only nonzero element in
Rj;1;1;m is in the ðn1;1 þ n2;1 þ?þ nj;1  m þ 1Þth column. Hence the vectors
R1;y; Rc are linearly independent since the unique nonzero element for each vector
lies in a different column. &
7.3. Independence of unfolding on choice of basis
Suppose we perform changes of bases in the spaces P and P (see (2.3)), C# ¼
U1C and F# ¼ FU ; where U is an invertible c  c matrix. Then obviously we have
ðC#;F#Þn ¼ Ic; and Eq. (4.9) transforms into
’x ¼ B#x þC#ð0Þ½LðaÞ L0ðF# þ hðaÞUÞx; ð7:7Þ
where B# ¼ U1BU : Let TU be the linear invertible transformation of Matcc
deﬁned by TU ðMÞ ¼ U1MU ; let T# : Matcc-Matcc be deﬁned by T#ðMÞ ¼
½B#; M; and let RðC#ð0ÞÞ be the set of all c  c matrices whose columns are in the
range of the matrix C#ð0Þ: Then it is easy to show that
rangeðT#Þ ¼ TUðrangeðTÞÞ
and
RðC#ð0ÞÞ ¼ TUðRðCð0ÞÞÞ:
Consequently, from (6.1), we have that
Matcc ¼ rangeðT#Þ"Wˆ#;
where Wˆ# ¼ TUðWˆ Þ: Let fO1;y;Odg be a basis for W (see (6.7)), and E as in
Theorem 7.4. Let Am0 ;y; A
m
cq be n  n matrices such that
EðOmÞ ¼
Xcq
j¼0
Cð0ÞAmj FðtjÞ; m ¼ 1;y; d: ð7:8Þ
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Then
TUðEðOmÞÞ ¼U1EðOmÞU ¼
Xcq
j¼0
U1Cð0ÞAmj FðtjÞU
¼
Xcq
j¼0
C#ð0ÞAmj F#ðtjÞ; m ¼ 1;y; d;
i.e. given the delay times t0;y; tcq which are such that Lemma 7.1 holds, the
matrices Am0 ;y; A
m
cq which solve (7.8) are such that the parametrized family (7.4)
generates a L-mini-versal unfolding of (2.1) independently of the choice of bases
matrices F and C for P and P respectively, provided that ðC;FÞn ¼ Ic:
7.4. Decomplexification
In applications, it is usually the case thatL0 in (2.1) andLðaÞ in (3.1) are real, i.e.
they are bounded linear operators from Cð½t; 0;RnÞ into Rn: Although the
previous theory has been carried out in complex spaces, it is straightforward to
construct real versal unfoldings by a simple process of decomplexiﬁcation of (7.4).
We need to assume that the set L deﬁned in Section 2 is invariant under complex
conjugation (one important example where this is always the case is center manifold
reduction, in which case L is the set of all roots of (2.2) with zero real parts).
Theorem 7.7. Suppose that L ¼ fL0;Lh;Lhg where L0 is a subset of real eigenvalues
and Lh a subset of nonreal eigenvalues. Then, a real L-mini-versal unfolding of (2.1) is
given by
LðaÞ ¼L0 þ
Xd0
p¼1
apLp þ
Xd0þdh
s¼d0þ1
ðas ReðLsÞ þ asþdh ImðLsÞÞ; ð7:9Þ
where apAR for p ¼ 1;y; d0; as; asþdhAR for s ¼ d0 þ 1;y; d0 þ dh; Lp is a bounded
linear operator from Cð½t; 0;RnÞ into Rn for p ¼ 1;y; d0; and Ls is a bounded linear
operator from Cð½t; 0;RnÞ into Cn; for s ¼ d0 þ 1;y; d0 þ dh:
Proof. The c  c matrix B can be decomposed as B ¼ diagðB0; Bh; BhÞ with c ¼
c0 þ 2ch; where B0 is the c0  c0 diagonal block of real eigenvalues L0 in real Jordan
canonical form and Bh is the ch  ch diagonal block of nonreal eigenvalues Lh in
complex Jordan canonical form.
We establish the following notation for the remainder of the proof. We let
*j1;y; *jc0 and j1;y;jch be bases for the generalized eigenspace corresponding to
the eigenvalues of L0 and Lh; respectively, chosen so that the matrices F0 ¼
ð *j1;y; *jc0Þ and Fh ¼ ðj1;y;jchÞ satisfy, respectively, ’F0 ¼ F0B0 and ’Fh ¼ FhBh:
Consequently, if we set F ¼ ðF0;Fh;FhÞ; then the columns of F form a basis for P;
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and we have ’F ¼ FB: Now, let *c1;y; *cc0 be real linearly independent functions in
P (corresponding to L0) and c1;y;c

ch
be nonreal linearly independent functions in
P (corresponding to Lh). If we denote C0 ¼ colð *c1;y; *cc0Þ and Ch ¼
colðc1;y;cchÞ; then C ¼ colðC0;Ch;ChÞ is a basis for P: Deﬁne C ¼
ðC;FÞ1n C; then ðC;FÞn ¼ Ic: Moreover, a simple computation shows that C ¼
colðC0;Ch;ChÞ; whereC0 is a c0  n real matrix corresponding to L0 whose rows are
linearly independent, and Ch is a ch  n nonreal matrix corresponding to Lh whose
rows are linearly independent.
We deﬁne three projections P0;P1;P2 as in Remark 6.7 where P0 corresponds to
C0 and has all real components while P1 and P2 correspond to Ch and Ch:
Consequently, the mappings P1 and P2 are such that
P1 ¼ P2: ð7:10Þ
Now let fO1;y;Odg be the elements of the basis of W used in the proof of
Lemma 6.9 and Proposition 6.2. Assume that these basis elements are ordered so
that the set fO1;y;Od0g corresponds to the block B0; fOd0þ1;y;Od0þdhg
corresponds to the block Bh; fOd0þ1þdh ;y;Od0þ2dhg corresponds to the block Bh;
with
Op ¼
O0p 0c0ch 0c0ch
0chc0 0chch 0chch
0chc0 0chch 0chch
0
B@
1
CA; p ¼ 1;y; d0;
Os ¼
0c0c0 0c0ch 0c0ch
0chc0 O
h
s 0chch
0chc0 0chch 0chch
0
B@
1
CA; Osþdh ¼
0c0c0 0c0ch 0c0ch
0chc0 0chch 0chch
0chc0 0chch O
h
s
0
B@
1
CA;
s ¼ d0 þ 1;y; d0 þ dh;
where 0kc is the k  c zero matrix, O0p is a c0  c0 matrix with only one nonzero
element, and Ohs is a ch  ch matrix with only one nonzero element. Deﬁne Rp ¼
ðR0p; 0; 0Þ for p ¼ 1;y; d0 where 0 is the n  ch zero matrix and R0p is a n  c0 matrix
with only one nonzero column, corresponding to a vector vlARn chosen as in
Proposition 6.2, such that Cð0ÞRp has a 1 at the same position as the 1 in Op: Note
that vl can be chosen in R
n since P0 is real. Now, for all p ¼ 1;y; d0; by Proposition
7.2 we can ﬁnd matrices A
p
1;y; A
p
cq such that
ðR0p; 0; 0Þ ¼
Xcq
j¼0
A
p
j ðF0ðtjÞ;FhðtjÞ;FhðtjÞÞ;
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where we have written FðtjÞ  ðF0ðtjÞ;FhðtjÞ;FhðtjÞÞ: The matrices Apj can be
chosen to be real matrices for all p ¼ 1;y; d0: We then let Lp be the bounded linear
operator from Cð½t; 0;RnÞ into Rn deﬁned by LpðzÞ ¼
Pcq
j¼0 A
p
j zðtjÞ for p ¼
1;y; d0:
Now, deﬁne Rs ¼ ð0; Rhs ; 0Þ and Rsþdh ¼ ð0; 0; Rhs Þ for s ¼ d0 þ 1;y; d0 þ dh;
where the ﬁrst 0 is the n  c0 zero matrix and the second 0 designates the n  ch
zero matrix. The n  ch matrix Rhs has only one nonzero column, corresponding to a
vector vlAC
n chosen as in Proposition 6.2, such that Cð0ÞRs has a one at the same
position as the 1 in Os: It then follows (from (7.10)) that Cð0ÞRs has a one at the
same position as the 1 in Osþdh : Then, we set EðOsÞ ¼ Cð0ÞRs and EðOsþdhÞ ¼
Cð0ÞRsþdh : From Proposition 7.2, there exist matrices As0;y; Ascq such that
ð0; Rhs ; 0Þ ¼
Xcq
j¼0
Asj ðF0ðtjÞ;FhðtjÞ;FhðtjÞÞ;
which we rewrite as the system
Xcq
j¼0
AsjF
0ðtjÞ ¼ 0;
Xcq
j¼0
AsjF
hðtjÞ ¼ Rhs ;
Xcq
j¼0
AsjF
hðtjÞ ¼ 0:
If we take complex conjugates of the above system, we get
Xcq
j¼0
AsjF
0ðtjÞ ¼ 0;
Xcq
j¼0
AsjF
hðtjÞ ¼ Rhs ;
Xcq
j¼0
AsjF
hðtjÞ ¼ 0;
which is equivalent to
ð0; 0; Rhs Þ ¼
Xcq
j¼0
Asj ðF0ðtjÞ;FhðtjÞ;FhðtjÞÞ:
Thus,
Rsþdh ¼
Xcq
j¼0
AsjFðtjÞ:
From this, we conclude that the matrices Asþdh0 ;y; A
sþdh
cq of the decomposition
Rsþdh ¼
Xcq
j¼0
Asþdhj FðtjÞ
can be chosen so that Asþdhj ¼ Asj ; s ¼ d0 þ 1;y; d0 þ dh; j ¼ 0;y; c  q: Now, for
all sAfd0 þ 1;y; d0 þ dhg; we let Ls and Lsþdh be the bounded linear operators from
Cð½t; 0;RnÞ into Cn deﬁned by LsðzÞ ¼
Pcq
j¼0 A
s
j zðtjÞ and LsþdhðzÞ ¼
Pcq
j¼0 A
s
j zðtjÞ:
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Taking real and imaginary parts of Ls as in (7.9) yields a real L-mini-versal
unfolding. &
Corollary 7.8. If L ¼ L0; then a real L-versal unfolding of (2.1) is given by (7.9) with
as ¼ asþdh ¼ 0 for all s ¼ d0 þ 1;y; d0 þ dh:
8. Examples
In this section, we illustrate our theory with several examples.
Example 8.1. Consider the scalar delay differential equation
’xðtÞ ¼L0ðxtÞ ¼ xðtÞ  xðt  1Þ; ð8:1Þ
which has been studied extensively [6,17]. The characteristic equation has a double
zero eigenvalue, therefore the center eigenspace P is two dimensional, i.e. c ¼ 2: A
basis for P is given by F ¼ ð1; yÞ; and we notice that
rankðcolðFð0Þ;Fð1ÞÞÞ ¼ rank 1 0
1 1
 !
¼ 2 ¼ c:
By (6.6), d ¼ dimðWÞ ¼ 2; and if follows by Theorem 7.6 and Corollary 7.8 that a
real L-mini-versal unfolding of (8.1) is given by
’xðtÞ ¼LðaÞðxtÞ ¼ xðtÞ  xðt  1Þ þ a1xðtÞ þ a2xðt  1Þ;
where a1; a2AR:
Example 8.2. Consider now the ﬁrst-order scalar equation
’x ¼L0xt ¼ A1xðt  t1Þ þ A2xðt  t2Þ; ð8:2Þ
where A1; A2 are real parameters and the delays t1; t2 are positive. Be´lair and
Campbell [2] have shown that (8.2) has points of nonresonant double Hopf
bifurcation in parameter space ðA1; A2; t1; t2Þ with eigenvalues7o1i and7o2i: The
center eigenspace P is four dimensional, thus c ¼ 4:
Suppose that (8.2) has a double Hopf bifurcation at ðA1; A2; t1; t2Þ; with t1at2:
By Eq. (6.6) we have that d ¼ 4; and Theorem 7.6 implies that a complex L-mini-
versal unfolding of (8.2) has the form
’x ¼LðaÞxt ¼ ðA1 þ a1Þxðt  t1Þ þ ðA2 þ a2Þxðt  t2Þ þ a3xðt  t3Þ þ a4xðt  t4Þ
for a suitable choice of t3 and t4; where ajAC for j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4:
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Example 8.3. The second-order scalar delay equation
x¨ðtÞ þ a ’xðtÞ þ bxðtÞ ¼ f ðxðt  tÞÞ;
where f is a smooth function such that f ð0Þ ¼ 0; was studied in [16] as a model for
the pupil light reﬂex. In [5], it was shown that the linearization of this equation about
the trivial equilibrium, which we write in ﬁrst-order form as
’x1ðtÞ ¼ x2ðtÞ;
’x2ðtÞ ¼ bx1ðtÞ  ax2ðtÞ þ Ax1ðt  tÞ; ð8:3Þ
where A ¼ f 0ð0Þ; has a double Hopf point with 1 : 2 resonance (eigenvalues 7i and
72i) at parameter value
ða; b; t; AÞ ¼ ð0; 52; p; 32 Þ: ð8:4Þ
Using Theorem 5.1, it is straightforward to show that if we treat a; b; t and A as
unfolding parameters which vary in a neighborhood of point (8.4), then (8.3)
generates a complex L-mini-versal unfolding for the singularity at parameter value
(8.4). Proving this amounts to constructing the 20 16 matrix S in Theorem 5.1 and
showing that its rank is 16.
However, the goal of this example is to compute the real L-mini-versal unfolding
for the singularity (8.3) (at parameter value (8.4)), which results from using the
decomplexiﬁcation procedure described in Section 7.4.
We have that a complex basis for the center subspace is given by
FðyÞ ¼ e
iy e2iy eiy e2iy
ieiy 2ie2iy ieiy 2ie2iy
 !
:
A basis for the adjoint problem is given by
CðsÞ ¼
eis ieis
e2is 2ie2is
eis ieis
e2is 2ie2is
0
BBB@
1
CCCA;
which we renormalize by deﬁning
C ¼ ðC;FÞ1C:
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The result is such that
Cð0Þ ¼ k
2
9
ið3pþ 4iÞð3pþ 4iÞ2 32pþ 128i þ 6p3  8ip2
 i
9
ð3pþ 8iÞð3pþ 8iÞ2 64p 16ip2 þ 64i  6p3
2
9
ið3p 4iÞð3p 4iÞ2 32p 128i þ 6p3 þ 8ip2
i
9
ð3p 8iÞð3p 8iÞ2 64pþ 16ip2  64i  6p3
0
BBBBB@
1
CCCCCA; ð8:5Þ
where k ¼ ð9p4  32p2  256Þ1: The matrix B is given by
i 0 0 0
0 2i 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 0 0 2i
0
BBB@
1
CCCA:
A basis for W is given by the following four matrices:
O1 ¼
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA; O2 ¼
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA;
O3 ¼
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA; O4 ¼
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0
BBB@
1
CCCA:
For any t0 and t1 such that t0at1; the matrix colðFðt0Þ;Fðt1ÞÞ has rank 4. Therefore
we choose, for example, t0 ¼ 0 and t1 ¼ p: Following Remark 6.7, we construct
Pj :C2-C; j ¼ 1;y; 4:
PjðvÞ ¼ cj1ð0Þv1 þ cj2ð0Þv2; j ¼ 1;y; 4;
where cjcð0Þ are the elements in the matrix Cð0Þ in (8.5), and v ¼ ðv1; v2ÞTAC2:
Therefore, we deﬁne
R1 ¼
0 0 0 0
c112 ð0Þ 0 0 0
 !
; R2 ¼
0 0 0 0
0 c122 ð0Þ 0 0
 !
;
R3 ¼
0 0 0 0
0 0 c112 ð0Þ 0
 !
; R4 ¼
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 c122 ð0Þ
 !
:
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A simple computation shows that
R1 ¼ c
1
12 ð0Þ
4
0 0
1 i
 !
Fð0Þ þ c
1
12 ð0Þ
4
0 0
1 i
 !
FðpÞ
and
R2 ¼ c
1
22 ð0Þ
4
0 0
1 i2
 !
Fð0Þ þ c
1
22 ð0Þ
4
0 0
1 i2
 !
FðpÞ:
Thus, if we set
b1 þ ig1 ¼ c112 ð0Þ; b2 þ ig2 ¼ c122 ð0Þ;
then the operators Lm in (7.3) are
L1ðzÞ ¼ b1 þ ig1
4
0 0
1 i
 !
zð0Þ þ 0 01 i
 !
zðpÞ
" #
;
L2ðzÞ ¼ b2 þ ig2
4
0 0
1 i
2
 !
zð0Þ þ 0 0
1 i
2
 !
zðpÞ
" #
;
L3 ¼ L1; L4 ¼ L2:
Thus, the decomplexiﬁcation procedure yields the following real L-mini-versal
unfolding of singularity (8.3) (at parameter value (8.4))
’x1ðtÞ
’x2ðtÞ
 !
¼ x2ðtÞ52 x1ðtÞ  32 x1ðt  pÞ
 !
þ a1
0 0
b1 g1
 !
þ a2
0 0
g1 b1
 ! !
x1ðtÞ  x1ðt  pÞ
x2ðtÞ  x2ðt  pÞ
 !
þ a3
0 0
2b2 g2
 !
þ a4
0 0
2g2 b2
 ! !
x1ðtÞ þ x1ðt  pÞ
x2ðtÞ þ x2ðt  pÞ
 !
: ð8:6Þ
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Now, since b21 þ g21a0 and b22  g22a0; we can perform a linear change of
coordinates in the parameters bringing (8.6) to
’x1ðtÞ
’x2ðtÞ
 !
¼ x2ðtÞð5
2
þ b1Þx1ðtÞ  ð32 þ b2Þx1ðt  pÞ þ b3x2ðtÞ þ b4x2ðt  pÞ
 !
:
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Appendix. Proof of Lemma 6.4
We use the following inner product on the space Matcc:
/M1; M2S ¼ traceðM1M2 Þ: ðA:1Þ
A simple computation shows that with respect to (A.1), the conjugate transpose
of T is given by TðMÞ ¼ ½B; M: From the Fredholm alternative, we
have rangeðTÞ ¼ kerðTÞ>: Recall that kerðTÞ has been characterized in
Lemma 6.3. So YAkerðTÞ>; if and only if Y is orthogonal to all elements
in a basis of kerðTÞ: We construct a basis for kerðTÞ as follows: for jAf1;y; rg;
let
noð jÞ 
Xkj
c¼1
ð2c 1Þnj;c
which is equal to the number of distinct oblique segments in the block Mj; as in
Fig. 1, and give some ordering to these oblique segments, numbering them from 1 to
noð jÞ: Then, for jAf1;y; rg and cAf1;y; noð jÞg; we deﬁne Mj;c to be the matrix
structured as in (6.3), and such that all diagonal blocks are zero except the block j;
and in this block j; the only oblique segment which is nonzero is the cth segment,
whose elements all have value 1. Then fMj;cg forms a basis for kerðTÞ:
Now consider YAMatcc; which we partition as in (6.4). Multiply Y on the
right by Mj;c; for some jAf1;y; rg; cAf1;y; noð jÞg: Then YMj;c is partitioned
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as in (6.4), and is such that
YMj;c ¼
0 ? 0 Y1;jMj;c 0 ? 0
0 ? 0 Y2;jMj;c 0 ? 0
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
0 ? 0 Yr;jMj;c 0 ? 0
0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
;
m
jth vertical block
in partitioning ð6:4Þ
where Mj;c is the jth diagonal block in decomposition (6.3) of Mj;c: Thus,
/Y ; Mj;c S ¼ traceðYMj;cÞ ¼ traceðYj;jMj;cÞ: It follows that YAkerðTÞ> if and
only if for all jAf1;y; rg; the block Yj;j in partition (6.4) is such that
traceðYj;jMj;cÞ ¼ 0 for all cAf1;y; noð jÞg: Using the partition illustrated in
Fig. 1, we write
Yj;j ¼
Y1;1j;j Y
1;2
j;j ? ? Y
1;kj
j;j
Y2;1j;j Y
2;2
j;j ? ? Y
2;kj
j;j
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Y
kj ;1
j;j Y
kj ;2
j;j ? ? Y
kj ;kj
j;j
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
ðA:2Þ
and
Mj;c ¼
M1;1j;c M
1;2
j;c ? ? M
1;kj
j;c
M2;1j;c M
2;2
j;c ? ? M
2;kj
j;c
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
M
kj ;1
j;c M
kj ;2
j;c ? ? M
kj ;kj
j;c
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
; ðA:3Þ
where Y
p;q
j;j andM
p;q
j;c are nj;p  nj;q; for p; qAf1;y; kjg: Let p˜ and q˜ be such thatMp˜;q˜j;c
is the unique block in (A.3) which has the nonzero oblique segment. Then Yj;jM

j;c is
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partitioned as in (A.2) and has the form
Yj;jM

j;c ¼
0 ? 0 Y1;q˜j;j 
 ðMp˜;q˜j;c Þ 0 ? 0
0 ? 0 Y2;q˜j;j 
 ðMp˜;q˜j;c Þ 0 ? 0
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
0 ? 0 Ykj ;q˜j;j 
 ðMp˜;q˜j;c Þ 0 ? 0
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
:
m
p˜th vertical block in
partitioning ðA:2Þ
It follows that YAkerðTÞ> if and only if Y is of the form (6.4), and for all
jAf1;y; rg and for all cAf1;y; noð jÞg; we have traceðYp˜;q˜j;j 
 ðMp˜;q˜j;c ÞÞ ¼ 0; where p˜
and q˜ are such thatM
p˜;q˜
j;c is the unique block in (A.3) which has the nonzero oblique
segment. Now, suppose the block M
p˜;q˜
j;c is such that the oblique segment whose
elements are all 1’s is the one which passes through the nth leftmost element in the
bottom row of the block, where nAf1;y; nj;q˜g: Then a simple computation shows
that Y
p˜;q˜
j;j 
 ðMp˜;q˜j;c Þ is an nj;p˜  nj;p˜ matrix whose ﬁrst nj;p˜  n rows are zero, and the
remaining rows are the rows 1;y; n of Yp˜;q˜j;j : It follows that traceðYp˜;q˜j;j 
 ðMp˜;q˜j;c ÞÞ is
the sum of the elements in the oblique segment of the block Y
p˜;q˜
j;j which is the same
oblique segment as the nonzero segment of M
p˜;q˜
j;c ; from which we get the
conclusion. &
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